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Products, fashions and design for hip parents &
parents-to-be.
Six carriers later... and we finally found one: The Belle Baby Carrier
By Doryn

I have tried 6, yes, I said 6 baby carriers (ask Danielle, she'll vouch for me). My

daughter fought every single one. Personally, I felt that most of them were such a pain
to put on and I have a bad back so all of them really bothered me after a few minutes. I
kind of gave up and just felt like it wasn't worth the hassle. Last week I received an
email from Belle Baby Carriers asking me to try their carrier. I thought in my head "I
probably shouldn't take the sample because there is no way Tatum will like this one,"
but I took them up on their offer anyway. I got it in the mail yesterday and as soon as
she was up from her nap, I strapped her in facing out and she was so happy and
actually giggling.
Co-designers Mark and Seth have been designing rock climbing equipment for several
years and knew many parents out in Colorado that enjoyed hiking with their baby’sin
tow. When they had their own kids they decided to design a carrier that was more
simple to use and takes the pressure off your back. What do I love about this one?
First of all, it is so light and there’s no bulk so you can just roll it up and stick it in your
diaper bag. It is by far the ONLY carrier that I have used that doesn’t bother my back.
It’s incredibly safe and can be used with baby facing inward or outward. It comes in 10
very cool fabrics that you won’t feel embarrased about wearing (why is it when we
have a child we have to all of a sudden wear what ever color and infantile design
pertains to the sex of the baby?). The fabrics are made of synthetic microsudes that are
light and breathable and include two organic fabrics.
You have probably seen Julia Roberts in all the Celeb magazines wearing her Belle. I
kinow she spends a lot of time with her kids outdoors and hiking, so that says a lot. I
am so grateful to Belle Baby Carriers for finally coming out with a pratical and easy
baby that my little girl LOVES. For more information go to www.Bellebabycarriers.com.
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